Reading answers
Day
Monday

Answers
1) There could be a variety of answers for this one. The pupil’s
prediction should be based on what they have read so far. For
example:




I think Sir Charlie will meet some more ugly creatures and they will
have a problem. Charlie will help solve the problem before he can
reach the tower.
I think Sir Charlie Stinky Socks will see the tower, but he won’t be
able to get near it as there is an ogre guarding it stopping anyone
going in. He will then have a sword fight with the ogre.
I think Sir Charlie will find his big adventure when he reaches the
tower. I think he will have to have a sword fight with an evil king to
get in to the tower. He will then rescue a princess from the top of
the tower.

2) Examples of some suffixes in the story (they are underlined in
red).
Frightful
faithful
fearsome
firmly
wiggly
fearless
Tuesday

Wednesday

groaning

moaned

There is an example of an answer on page 5 of the home learning
document.
1)
2)
3)
4)

The beasties
A long, cool drink.
He gave them sandwiches to eat.
There could be a variety of answers here, they must give evidence
from what they have read to show Sir Charlie Stinky Socks is
brave e.g.

He seeks adventure, he is curious, he stands up to the Beasties, he
isn’t afraid,
he commands the dragon, doesn’t run away, he’s not scared, he isn’t
deterred.







Sir Charlie Stinky socks is brave because even though the
beasties are frightening he still helped them by feeding them
sandwiches. He wasn’t afraid of the beasties when everyone
else on the journey was.
Sir Charlie Stinky Socks is brave because he didn’t run away
when he met all the scary creatures on their big adventure.
Instead he stayed to help them and solved their problems.
Sir Charlie Stinky Socks is brave because he led everyone
through the forest on a really big adventure even though he
didn’t know what would be in the forest. He wasn’t afraid of
anything.
Sir Charlie Stinky Socks is brave because when he got to the
tower he marched to the top of it to investigate what was at the
top. He did this even though he knew that there might be a
scary creature up there.

Thursday

Friday

1) They feared the dragon because he was coughing out fire and
belching out smoke which would make someone afraid to go near
him. The dragon was also stomping his feet in a temper which
would be frightening to go near. Also, dragons are known to be
scary creatures in other stories and they are big scaly creatures.
2) He can slay the dragon, he will be a hero, he’s not afraid.
3) Don’t judge a book by it’s cover’
‘ All is not always as it first seems’
Template on page 3 of the home learning document.

